Matching data distribution to workload distribution is important to improve the performance of distributedmemory multiprocessors. While data and workload distribution can be tailored to fit a particular problem to a particular distributed-memory architecture, it is often difficult to do so for various reasons including complexity of address computation, runtime data movement, and irregular resource usage. This report presents our study on multithreading for distributed-memory multiprocessors. Specifically, we investigate the effects of multithreading on data distribution and workload distribution with variable thread granularity. Various types of workload distribution strategies are defined along with thread granularity. Several types of data distribution strategies are investigated. These include row-wise cyclic, k-way partial-row cyclic, and blocked distribution. To investigate the performance of multithreading, two problems are selected: highly sequential Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting and highly parallel Matrix Multiplication. Execution results on the 80-processor EM-4 distributed-memory multiprocessor indicate that multithreading can offset the loss that is due to the mismatch between data distribution and workload distribution even for sequential and irregular problems while giving high absolute performance.
Introduction
Distributed-memory multiprocessors give the designer the flexibility of increasing the machine's capability by merely adding more processors to the system. Several research machines have been designed around this distributed-memory/ message-passing paradigm: AP1000+ [10] , EM-4 [20, 21] and EM-X [14, 15] , FLASH [16] , *T:NG [7, 18] , EARTH [12] and Alewife [1] . Also some commercial machines have been or are being built around this scheme: T3E, SP-2 [2] and Tera [3] . However, their scalability for general-purpose computations remains an open issue. It is indeed known that the major problem which hinders the performance of distributed-memory machines is remote memory latency.
In a distributed-memory machine, data should be distributed so there is no overlapping or copying of major data.
Typical distributed-memory machines incur much latency, ranging approximately from a few to hundreds of micro seconds for a single remote read operation. The gap between processor cycle and remote memory access time becomes wider, as the processor technology uses more advanced techniques such as pipelining or superscalar and the machine size becomes larger. The latest message-passing machine SP-2 incurs approximately 40 micro seconds to read data allocated to remote processors. Considering that the microprocessors are running at over 66.5 MHz1(5 nano seconds cycle time) for theSP2 590 model, the loss due to a remote read operation is enormous: a single remote read operation would cost 40 micro sec/15 nsec, which is 2667 cycles. If the machine executes one instruction per clock, a single remote read operation would thus amount to the equivalent of 2667 instructions. This does not even take into consideration such architectural schemes as the multiple instruction issue superscalar capability, and yet it shows a tremendous amount of potential computational loss.
Numerous approaches have been reported to reduce/hide/tolerate this communication overhead. The Cilk Project builds a software-based distributed shared memory programming environment using a multithreaded runtime system [4, 5] . Threads specified in the high-level language Cilk are automatically scheduled by the runtime system and execute in a machine-independent multithreaded fashion. Data partitioning and alignment [9] is another typical method to reduce communication overhead. Analyzing the behavior of the program, data can be partitioned and allocated to processors such that runtime data movement (read/write) can be minimized. The dynamic migration technique reported in [11] moves computation or data based on runtime-determined statistics. The heuristic used in the approach consists in migrating the computation to where data is whenever the computation requires a remote write. Data migration takes place when there are more than two repeated remote reads.
While data distribution can be carefully designed to minimize the number of remote reads in the course of computation for the given problem, this approach is only applicable to the specific application to which the data partitioning is well tuned. Applications such as computational fluid dynamics change their computational behavior at runtime. The initial data distribution is often found invalid and inefficient after some computations. Problems such as Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting (GEPP) can also be problematic in terms of initial data distribution. Pivot row search in GEPP can often result in irregular data access or movement. Should such situations occur, runtime remote read operations are unavoidable.
Multithreading aims at tolerating remote memory latency through a split-phase read mechanism and context switch [1, 3, 7, 12, 15, 19] . Threads are usually ended by remote read instructions since those may incur long latencies if the requested data is located in a remote processor [8, 13, 17] . Through a split-phase read mechanism, a processor switches to another thread instead of waiting for the requested data to arrive, thereby masking the detrimental effect of latency [17] . Performance modeling of multithreading based on an analytical study is presented in [18] . The abstract machine TAM was introduced which exploits parallelism in multiple threads using implicit switching [6] . The Alewife Multiprocessor provides a hardware support for multithreading [1] . Together with prefetching, block multithreading with four hardware contexts has been shown to be effective in tolerating the latency caused on cache misses for sharedmemory applications such as MP3D. Simulated results on the effectiveness of multiple hardware contexts indicated that multithreading is effective for programs which are optimized for data locality by programmers or compilers [23] .
The study based on simulated multithreading further indicated that multiple hardware contexts have limited effects on unoptimized programs. Our preliminary study, however, indicated that simple-minded data distribution can give performance comparable to that of the best performing algorithms with hand-crafted data distribution but no threading [21, 22] . This paper investigates the effectiveness of the latency tolerance approach. We define various types of data distribution and workload distribution strategies to explicate their performance. Two widely used problems were selected for performance verification: Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting and matrix multiplication. The two problems with all the distribution strategies are implemented on our target machine, the 80-processor EM-4 distributed-memory multiprocessor [19, 20] . We begin our discussion in section 2 by giving a brief introduction to multithreading and architectural support for multithreading. Section 3 introduces data distribution methods used in this study with a brief description of Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting and matrix multiplication. Section 4 describes various workload distribution strategies for the two problems. Section 5 lists execution results and evaluates the performance of multithreading. The last section concludes this report.
Multithreading

The principle
A thread is a set of instructions which are executed in sequence. A multithreaded execution model exploits parallelism across threads to improve the performance of multiprocessors [6, 13, 17] . Threads are usually delimited by remote read instructions which may incur long latency if the requested data is located in a remote processor. Through a split-phase read mechanism, a processor switches to another thread instead of waiting for the requested data to arrive, thereby masking the detrimental effect of latency. Figure 1 pictorially describes the basic principle of multithreading.
Processor 0, P 0 , has three threads, T0, T1,and T2, ready to execute in the ready queue. P 0 indicates that T0 is currently being executed which is indicated by a thick dark line. P 0 starts executing the first thread, T0. As T0 is executed, a remote read operation is reached, denoted by a dotted line. The processor switches to T1 while the remote memory and the AP1000+ service remote read requests concurrently with program execution, the EM-4 treats a remote read as another 1-instruction thread which consumes processor cycles. This consumption adversely affects the performance.
Details on remote read requests as well as context switching can be found in [20] .
Architectural support for multithreading in the EM-4
The EM-4 distributed-memory multiprocessor supports multithreading both in hardware and software at the instruction level. The machine adopts two models of execution. The high-level is based on data-flow principles of execution while the lower level operates with conventional register-based control-flow principles of execution. The unit on which the two levels of execution operate is a two-word-sized packet. The first word of a packet contains the destination address whereas the second contains the return address (often called continuation) for a remote memory read or data for a remote memory write. A remote read operation generates a packet with a destination address and a return address while a remote write operation generates a packet with a destination address and data. Architectural supports for multithreading include autonomous function spawning by packets and hardware scheduling of function invocation.
Packets arriving from the network are buffered in the packet queue. As a packet is read from the packet queue, a thread of instructions specified by the address portion of the packet is invoked along with the one-word data. Once a thread is invoked, it will run to completion if it encounters no remote memory operations. If the thread encounters a remote memory operation, it will be immediately suspended after the remote read request is sent out. Should this suspension occur, any register values currently being used for the thread will be saved in an activation frame associated with the thread for resumption upon the return of the outstanding remote memory operation. The completion or suspension of a thread causes the next packet to be automatically dequeued from the packet queue, resulting in a thread switch. Network packets can be interpreted as dataflow tokens. Dataflow tokens have the option of matching with another token on arrival. Unless both tokens have arrived, the token will be saved in memory, which allow other packets in the FIFO queue to be processed.
Compiler supports for multithreading include explicit context switch and global address space. The current compiler supports C with thread library. Programs written in C with the thread library are compiled into explicit-switch threads [20] . The EM-4 recognizes two storage resources, namely, template segments and operand segments. The compiled codes of functions are stored in template segments. Invoking a function involves allocating an operand segment as an activation frame. The caller allocates the activation frame, deposits the argument value(s) into the frame, and sends its continuation as a packet to invoke the caller's thread. The first instruction of a thread operates on input tokens, which are loaded into two operand registers. The registers can hold values for one thread at a time. The current implementation allows no register sharing across threads, thus no implicit-switching support (which is currently being investigated). The caller saves any live registers to the current activation frame before a context-switch. The continuation packet sent from the caller is used to return results as in a conventional call. The result from the called function resumes the caller's thread by this continuation.
The level of thread activation/suspension can be nested and arbitrary. Activation frames (threads) form a tree rather than a stack, reflecting a dynamic calling structure. This tree of activation frames allow threads to spawn one to many threads on processors including itself. The level of thread activation/suspension is limited only by the amount of system memory. Other compiler support for multithreading include a global address space for remote reads/writes.
Remote reads/writes are implemented through packets. Each remote read/write invokes a packet handler to perform the actual operation. A remote memory access packet uses a global address which consists of the processor number and the local memory address of the selected processor. Details on support for multithreading are discussed in [19, 20] . Table 1 summarizes some of the measured execution time for primitive operations supported by the EM-4. The time for remote operations is averaged over 80 processors. The time for remote call is based on a call to a null body function.
The table also illustrates the relationship between the number of arguments and the time to perform primitive operations. These measurements were taken when the network was lightly loaded. A sequential implementation of GEPP can be as simple and straightforward as the one shown above. A few minor optimizations can be done to reduce the number of address computations in lines 5 and 7. A Parallel implementation of GEPP, however, can be problematic due to the pivot row computation and its 1-to-n broadcasting. Line 5 which computes a pivot row introduces loop-carried dependences, making the i-loop sequential. What makes the GEPP more sequential is the broadcasting of a pivot row to all processors, regardless of data distribution. Note that lines 6 and 7 need a pivot row to eliminate and modify the entries in non-pivot rows. This is exactly the reason why we chose this GE with Partial Pivoting for our experimentations. We used several data distribution and workload distribution strategies to analyze the effectiveness of multithreading. Our implementation actually swaps two rows, instead of keeping permutation indices. One of the main reasons the two rows are actually swapped is to avoid any possible load imbalance. If the rows were not swapped, the initial data distribution would no longer be valid, which in turn would make it difficult to match workload distribution to data distribution.
The second problem we selected for experiment is Matrix Multiplication. A generic MM is much different from Gaussian Elimination from a multithreading perspective. While GEPP is sequential in nature, MM is inherently parallel with a very high degree of parallelism. While GEPP needs good parallelization for performance improvement, MM needs no apparent parallelization. This is exactly why we chose the two different problems. By using two drastically different problems, we will be able to identify the robustness or weakness of multithreading. In what follows, we will describe how data is distributed for the two problems.
Data distribution for Gaussian Elimination
The data distribution described in this report assumes that no processors have the same element. All processors have a different portion of a matrix. Let p be a number of processors, n be a matrix dimension, and N = n 2 be a total number of elements in a matrix. Each processor will get on the average N/p elements. The data distribution is thus concerned with how N elements are to be distributed to the p processors. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of an 8x8 matrix to six processors. Figure 3 (a) shows the distribution of 8 rows to 6 processors, where P 0 and P 1 each get two rows while others get only one row. Figure 3 (b) shows a 2-way partial-row distribution where each row is divided into two equalsized blocks. P 0 to P 3 each get three blocks (or 1.5 rows) while P 4 and P 5 each get two blocks (or 1 row). shows 4-way partial-row distribution where each row is now divided into four equal-sized blocks. P 0 and P 1 each get P3   P5   P1   P3   P5   P1   P3   P0  P2  P1  P3   P4  P0  P5  P1   P2  P4  P3  P5   P0  P2  P1  P3   P4  P0  P5  P1   P2  P4  P3  P5   P0  P2  P1  P3   P4  P0  P5  P1   P0   P1   P2   P3   P4   P5   P0   P1 six blocks (or 1.5 rows in total) while P 2 to P 5 each get five blocks (or 1.25 rows). Since the computational front of Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivot moves along the diagonal of the matrix, a row-wise cyclic distribution may not be as efficient as other methods due to the fact that some processors have one more row than others. The k-way partial-row distribution method assures that (1) all processors will get a similar number of elements and (2) more processors will be affected as the computational front changes.
Data distribution for matrix multiplication
Two types of data distribution methods were used for matrix multiply: row-wise cyclic and blocked. Given two source matrices A and B and a destination matrix C, A and C are distributed row-major while B is distributed column-major.
No processors have the same element, as done in Gaussian Elimination. Figure 4 illustrates two distribution methods for an 8x8 matrix to six processors. Figure 4 (a) shows a row-major cyclic distribution of 8 rows to 6 processors, where a row is assigned to each processor cyclically. Figure 4 (b) shows a blocked distribution, where a processor gets consecutive rows.
Workload distribution
Gaussian Elimination
The workload distribution refers to how computation is distributed to processors. --We define workload distribution or thread granularity in terms of the amount of computation. Three different types of threads are defined in this report:
fine-grain, medium-grain, and coarse-grain threads:
• A coarse-grain thread computes n/p rows and has no remote read operations.
• A medium-grain thread computes a whole row.
• A fine-grain thread with degree d computes 1/d row. Threads are assigned to processors in a round-robin fashion. P 0 gets two threads, thd0 and thd6. P 1 also gets two threads, thd1 and thd7. All other processors receive one thread each. Medium-grain threading allows each processor to invoke as many threads as assigned. Remote read/write operations can occur before/after thread invocation or in the course of thread execution. Thread execution can interleave and the degree of interleaving is determined by the two parameters p and n.
Figure 5(c) shows fine-grain threading with a degree of 2, i.e., two threads per row. The amount of computation involved in each thread is the same. Thread assignment is done in a round-robin fashion. P 0 gets three threads, thd0, thd6, and thd12 while P 5 gets two threads, thd5 and thd11. While it offers a larger degree of interleaving than medium-grain threading, fine-grain threading often requires a larger number of remote read/writes due to a smaller thread size. Note that the figure assumes a 1-row-wise data distribution of Figure 3 , where P 0 and P 1 each have two rows allocated while others have only one row allocated. For example, P 0 has row0 and thd0 which will cause no remote read operations. However, due to the round-robin thread distribution, thd1 which computes the second half of row0
is now assigned to P 1 while row0 is allocated to P 0 . This disparity of data distribution and workload distribution incurs four remote reads in the course of executing thd1 by P 1 .
Fine-grain threading with d=4 divides a row into four equal-sized blocks, resulting in four threads per row. Processor assignment is performed in the same fashion as d=2. Table 2 below lists the parameters which characterize the workload distribution. While fine-grain threading with a high degree allows many threads to interleave, there is also a significant disadvantage due to address computation for reading/writing of remote data. In fact, this address computation is one of the serious problems for fine-grain multithreading as we shall see shortly. 
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Processor numbers show where rows are allocated. The row-wise cyclic data distribution is used.
Matrix Multiplication
Workload distribution for matrix multiplication is the same as those described in Gaussian Elimination ( Figure 5 ) and will not be explained further. We instead list below the number of remote reads and some other pertinent parameters which characterize the workload distribution policies.
Execution Results and Discussion
Some of the experimental results are listed in this section. Three types of performance indicators are discussed, including absolute performance of multithreading, impact of multithreading on workload distribution, and the impact of multithreading on data distribution.
Experimental results
All the distribution methods described in the previous sections are implemented on the EM-4 distributed-memory machine [19, 20] . The sequential version is similar to the one shown in Figure 2 with some optimization. It can run on any Unix environment without any modifications. The parallel version is implemented in EM-C, a super set of C, which can run only on the EM-4. Tables 4 and 5 # remote reads + writes/thread (n 2 + n 2 + n)/8 (n 2 + n 2 + n)/4 (n 2 + n 2 + n)/2 n 2 + n 2 + n n/p (n2 + n2 + n) Table 5 : Execution time for MM on 80 processors. * Single processor execution time based on instruction count.
Absolute performance
Gaussian Elimination is sequential due to the pivot row search and its broadcasting. The multithreading implementation demonstrates that such a sequential algorithm can also yield high speedup. Figure 6 shows the absolute performance of various methods for n=80 to 400. Speedup is defined as the ratio of the execution time on one processor over the execution time on p processors. The graphs show that most implementations can achieve over 30 to 40-fold speedup on 80 processors. Medium-grain multithreading yielded the best speedup reaching over 40-fold. Coarse-grain with no-threading is slightly below 40, close to the performance of medium-grain threading. The absolute performance of fine-grain threading was lower than what has been shown in the figure.
The absolute performance of matrix multiplication is shown Figure 7 , where the problem size runs to n = 400.
The graphs again show that medium-grain multithreading yields the best performance, reaching near linear speedup as the problem size increases. Coarse-grain with no-threading has reached up to 50, which is considerably lower than the performance of medium-grain multithreading. For large problem size of up to 1000, we believe that the we can achieve the commonly reported linear speedup for MM. As we shall discuss in the following sections, we have made no attempt in this study to achieve high speedup as the main purpose of this study is to investigate the behavior of multithreading. Figure 8 shows the performance of multithreading for Gaussian Elimination. Performance is measured against coarsegrain no-threading. Figure 8(a) shows the performance of multithreading based on row-wise cyclic data distribution while Figure 8(b) shows results based on a 2-to 8-way partial-row cyclic data distribution. Figure 8(a) indicates that medium-grain multithreading outperforms all other threading regardless of the workload distribution strategies. Finegrain threading with a degree of 2 appears to perform well for a small problem size of up to n=400. However, as the problem size increases, the performance of fine-grain threading with degree 2 diminishes drastically while that of finegrain threading with degree 8 increases. In general, fine-grain multithreading shows poor performance compared to medium-grain threading mainly because of the large number of remote reads. Note from Table 2 that medium-grain threading may or may not incur remote reads while fine-grain threading on the average incurs n remote reads/writes per thread, regardless of its granularity.
Effects of multithreading on workload distribution
It is interesting to note that the performance of fine-grain threading with d=4 becomes better than the one with d =2 after n=640. The same behavior is observed for d=8 which performs better than d=2, as well as 4 for a problem size of over 960. Why does the performance of fine-grain threading fluctuate? The answer lies in the fact that performance of fine-grain threading can be classified into three regions. The first region, n=80 to 400, where performance is directly proportional to thread granularity, i.e., the larger the thread size is, the better the performance is. The main reasons are the twice longer computation time between remote reads for the fixed number of remote reads, and half the number of context switches compared to finer grain threading. The second region, n=400 to 960, gives mixed performance. The one with d=4 outperformed all other fine-grain threading due to the balanced combination of thread size and the number of threads, along with the problem size. The third region, n=960 to 1280, gives performance inversely proportional to thread size. The main reason is the finer-grain threading now has enough threads to mask the latency caused by the increased number of remote reads. The longer computation which was shown effective in the first region is no longer effective since the number of remote reads outweighs the computation time. The computation time of an element in the elimination step of GEPP consists only of two instructions: floating point multiplication and floating point subtraction. Twice the computation time does not mask a single remote read latency. 
cross-comparison
Specifically, in the first region the best performance occurs at n=320 where fine-grain with d=2 performs approximately 87% of coarse-grain no-threading. At n=320, the thread size is 160 (n/d=320/2) for d=2, 80 (n/d=320/4) for d=4, and 40 (n/d=320/8) for d=8 (see also Table 2 for thread size computation). At n=800 of the second region, finegrain with d=4 performs the best, yielding approximately 83% of coarse-grain no-threading. The thread size at n=800 is 100 for d=2, 200 for d=4 and 400 for d=8. For the third region, fine-grain with d=8 performs the best, yielding approximately 76% of coarse-grain no-threading. The thread sizes at n=1200 are 600 for d=2, 300 for d=4, and 150 for d=8.
Common to the three regions is thread size and number of threads. When the thread size is approximately 200, fine-grain threading gives the peak performance. As the thread size increases to 300 for d=4 or even 600 for d=2 at n=1200, the performance actually decreases because there are not enough threads for context switch which will mask the remote read latency. Should the finest-grain threading perform the best since it has a large number of threads? Experimental results indicate otherwise. A large number of threads does not necessarily give good performance because the context switch time will then become a deciding factor.
A behavior similar to the one discussed above is observed in matrix multiplication. Figure 9 shows the performance of multithreading for MM, where performance is again measured against coarse-grain no-threading.
We find in Figure 9 that medium-grain threading shows the best performance while fine-grain threading shows poor performance for the given problem instances. Increasing the number of threads does not necessarily increase the performance due to high cost for context switch. The plots also indicate that multithreading exhibits performance change.
The main reason contributing to this performance change is due to the fact that workload distribution is not matched to data distribution, which is discussed below.
Effects of multithreading on data distribution
Two different data distribution methods are used for each problem. GEPP used row-wise cyclic and partial row-wise cyclic while MM used row-wise cyclic and blocked distribution. Execution time using row-wise cyclic distribution is compared to the one with a k-way partial-row data distribution.
The figure contrasts multithreading and no-threading. First, coarse-grain no threading gives a 10-40% performance difference when a different data distribution method is used. Second, medium-grain multithreading is less sensitive to a different data distribution, resulting in a 10-30% performance difference. Third, fine-grain multithreading is insensitive to data distribution as it shows essentially the same performance for two different data distributions. It is not surprising that coarse grain no threading gives such sensitivity to data distribution.
Recall the workload distribution of Figure 5 , where three types of threading are defined. A coarse-grain thread computes n/p non-consecutive rows. Recall also the two data distribution methods defined in Figure 4 . We find that a row-wise cyclic distribution completely matches the workload distribution, i.e., a row of A and a column of B are allocated to a processor where a coarse-grain thread which uses the row and the column is assigned. However, blocked distribution which allocates n/p consecutive rows/columns of A and B to the same processor does not match the workload distribution. Figure 11 illustrates a case study of coarse grain threading with blocked data distribution:
We find from Figure 11 (c) that most threads are experiencing a very large number of remote reads. To be more precise, consider thd5 assigned to processor 5 which computes C5, row 5 of C. Note that both A5 and B5 are allocated C to processor 3, shaded in Figure 11 (a) and (b) while C5 is to be computed by thd5 assigned to processor 5. This mismatch of data and workload distribution requires n remote reads for A and n(n−1) remote reads for B, assuming that there is a buffer of size n which temporarily holds A5. If, however, there is no buffer to temporarily hold A5, the number of remote reads increases to n 2 + n(n−1). This report does not assume any buffer to temporarily hold values of rows or columns. All the remote memory reads are done on-the-fly and as-needed-basis; Once read, they are consumed immediately. Is it then not appropriate to use a small buffer of size n to hold a row or a column? Storing the row that was remote-read in a buffer will eliminate the need for remote-reading of the same row in the next round, which in turn will reduce remote read latency. We rejected this type of buffer use because it requires each thread to have a buffer. If there are k active threads, the memory requirement will increase to k-fold. A small number of active threads will be effective since the row that was remote-read can be used until all the corresponding column are exhausted. A large number of threads, however, will essentially defeat the purpose of using multithreading and distributed-memory machines due to extra storage management. Even if a buffer is used to hold a row, the advantage may not be significant because it will force the computation into a synchronous mode to avoid buffer corruption.
While coarse-grain no threading experiences a 10-40% performance degradation due to the mismatch between data and workload distribution, medium-grain multithreading shows better performance. Figure 10 (a) indicates medium-grain multithreading stays above coarse-grain threading in the presence of a mismatch between data and workload distribution. It is surprising to find that fine-grain multithreading performs well, experiencing almost no difficulties despite the mismatch. The two top curves of Figure 10 (a) show that the performance of fine-grain threading remains essentially the same in the presence of different data distribution strategies. We also find a similar behavior in the case of Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting, where fine-grain threading gives mixed performance for different data distribution. It would be too early to conclude that data distribution is not central to obtaining high performance on distributed-memory multiprocessors. However, we believe, based on our results, that multithreading can lessen the performance degradation caused by the mismatch between data distribution and workload distribution. We are currently investigating the performance of multithreading on different types of problems to further out insight.
Conclusions
Data distribution is known to be a key to obtaining high performance on distributed-memory multiprocessors. While it is possible to adopt a distribution strategy tailored to a particular algorithm and an architecture, we believe it is often not only difficult to do so but more importantly goes against the principles of general purpose parallel computing. This report has presented our study on the effects of multithreading on data and workload distribution. Specifically, we have demonstrated that multithreading can help make performance less sensitive to data distribution. To verify the effectiveness of multithreading, we have developed various types of data and workload distribution methods. Two different types of problems have been selected for experiments. The first one, Gaussian Elimination with Partial Pivoting (GEPP), was selected because of its sequential nature and irregular resource usage due to pivot row computing and its broadcasting. The second problem, Matrix Multiplication (MM), was selected because of its inherently parallel nature and deterministic resource usage.
Workload distribution has been realized in terms of thread granularity. Five types of threads have been defined, including (1) fine-grain threading to compute n/d elements of a row, (2) medium-grain threading to compute a row, and (3) coarse-grain threading to compute n/p rows, where d is degree of fine-grain threading, n is the matrix dimension, and p is the number of processors. Three types of data distribution strategies have been used in the experiments, including k-way partial-row cyclic distribution, row-wise cyclic distribution, and blocked distribution. The target machine for our experiments is the 80-processor EM-4 distributed-memory multiprocessor which has a minimal amount of built-in hardware and compiler support for multithreading. All the data and workload distribution strategies have been implemented on the target machine with a matrix dimension of up to 1280.
Experimental results have demonstrated that multithreading can indeed help make performance less sensitive to data distribution. Even when workload distribution does not match data distribution, multithreading has given performance comparable to or even better than when workload distribution nicely matches data distribution. Results have also indicated that increasing the number of threads does not necessarily increase the performance. In fact, a very large number of threads adversely affected the performance. We have found that approximately 30 to 40 fine-grain threads/ processor per iteration of i-loop gave the best performance for GEPP. Our findings on multithreading can be summarized with the following observations. For the highly sequential problem GEPP, multithreading gave an absolute speedup of over 43 while no-threading gave a 37-fold speedup on 80 processors. Second, medium-grain multithreading has yielded the best performance among various types of workload distribution methods, giving over 115%
performance of coarse-grain no-threading. Third, multithreading has given essentially the same performance of coarse-grain no-threading when workload distribution does not match data distribution.
Similar results have been obtained from our highly parallel matrix multiplication. Multithreading has yielded an almost linear speedup while coarse-grain no-threading reached a 50-fold speedup on 80 processors as the matrix dimension reached 400. Medium-grain threading again yielded the best performance among four workload distribution methods, giving up to 140% of the performance of coarse-grain no-threading. Multithreading has given 80-120% performance of no threading when there is a complete mismatch between workload distribution and data distribution. We are currently working on a completely different set of problems, in particular non-numeric problems such as search, sort, and expert systems, to further identify the performance of multithreading.
